
RAS Linux v.6.1 Tests
The RAS_Linux_test_setup.zip contains Linux executables and test case for:

- RasGeomPreprocess
- RasUnsteady
- RasSteady

Contents of the RAS_Linux_test_setup.zip 

Intel libraries
gfortran & quadmath libraries for CentOS 7

gfortran & quadmath libraries for RHEL 8 & CentOS 8

MKL Libraries

HEC-RAS Muncie test case

Debug GeomPre, Unsteady & Steady programs

Release GeomPre, Unsteady & Steady programs



Library directories
The Intel and MKL library directories are for the Intel oneAPI version of the 
Fortran compiler (v. 2021.4.0)

The mkl directory contains *.so files supporting a range of Intel/AMD processors 
and compiler settings (e.g. AVX, AVX2)

The centos_7 and rhel_8 provide the required libgfortran.so and libquadmath.so 
if these are not already installed on the system



Ras_v61 directories
Contain Debug and Release versions of the HEC-RAS compute programs



Muncie Test
Files first generated from HEC-RAS GUI compute:  
*.b04, *.g04.hdf, *.r04, *.x04 (*.c04 if GeomPreprocess skipped).
*.p04.tmp.hdf is from GUI run, with “Results” Data Group removed using python 
program.

Contains copy of Muncie.p04.tmp hdf for Unsteady Run

Text input file for Geometry Preprocessor

Binary geom file for Unsteady (Also created with GeomPre)
Unsteady input text file

HDF input file for Geometry Preprocessor

HDF result file from Unsteady compute

Text input file Steady Compute

Script for Geometry Preprocessor run
Script for Steady run
Script for Unsteady run



GeomPreprocessor run
Run the “run_geompre.sh” from the Muncie directory

Set library 
paths for run

Rename output file for input to 
Unsteady run

Set executable 
path for run

Run preprocessor programs



RAS Unsteady run
Run the “run_unsteady.sh” from the Muncie directory

Set library 
paths for run

Run Unsteady program

Set executable 
path for run

Remove any old p04.hdf files
Copy p04.tmp.hdf file (Results 
Group removed)

Rename p04.tmp.hdf file



RAS Unsteady run
If successful, produces Muncie.dss file and Muncie.p04.hdf file



RAS Steady run
Run the “run_steady.sh” from the Muncie directory

Set library 
paths for run

Run Steady program

Set executable 
path for run

Remove old result

If successful, produces Muncie.O04 file
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